Alignment Planner Workspace Success Map

An overview of implementing, maintaining, and getting maximum value from Alignment Planner Workspace

Now Value: Envision
Success Foundations: Critical inputs for successful implementation and maintenance

Now Value: Create
Implement: implementation activities and best practices

Now Value: Validate
Run: Plan and execute Now Platform® maintenance

Now Value: Champion
Optimize and Expand: Maximize value from your SPM/PPM licenses—increase value from the Now Platform®

Govermnance
- Specialized access to governance team
- SPM Manager: Owns the strategy process, drives alignment across the organization
- PMO Director: Owns full process

Foundational ServiceNow® apps
- Implementation roles
- Technical represents, Program/Product owner, Service/Product owners, applications.

Now Skills and expertise
- Web implementation, Agile/SAFe fundamentals, Scaled Agile Framework
- Project: Now Expert Services: Now-certified implementation specialists

Design workshop
- Input
  - Project process, current architecture, business goals
  - Vision
  - Enrollment
  - Strategy
  - Enabling services for strategic, project, demand alignment, project management processes, ready.

Roadmap development
- Identifies business outcomes desired and ensure subject matter expertise

Business case
- Input
  - Business and technical requirements
  - Development
  - Application

Roadmap implementation
- PPM Implementation
  - Alignment Planner
  - Strategy Management (Alignment Planner)
  - Implementation roles
  - Strategic, project, demand management.

Project planning
- Input
  - Envision
  - Prioritize work
  - Configuration
  - Roadmaps

Run roles
- PPM Director
  - Strategic, project
  - Platform owner

Roadmap implementation
- Input
  - Understand and align with organization
  - Perform Alignment/PPM (align with management)

Roadmap governance
- Enhancements
  - Check for new opportunities to expand or evolve your organization.
  - Perform periodic reviews of alignment, roadmap decisions

Roadmap Management
- Ideally, value for improvement

Roadmap maximization
- Improve business and the world

Roadmap read
- Other outcomes only
- Other outcomes only
- Other outcomes only

Roadmap Release
- Maximize value from your SPM/PPM licenses—increase value from the Now Platform®
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